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Let D = {z: Izi :( I} be the unit disk in the complex plane and let II be
the unit circle, the boundary of D. For a positive integer N, let HOO(N)
denote the space of boundary values of N-tuples of bounded hoIomorphic
functions on D. Lct T(eiO

, w) bc a function on Jl x eN, and consider the
optimization problem:

Find

10= inf sup r(e ie,h(e iO ))=infllr(',h)lIoo'
hE HOO(N) 0,;;0,;;2" h

(OPT)

Here II II w denotes the usual supremum norm for functions on II. This
article considers qualitative properties of an optimizing function ho for
(OPT). In particular we give conditions on r which guarantee that
F(eil), ho(e iO

)) = Yo for almost all e. We call an (OPT) with this property
self flattening. This problem has strong engineering motivation (sec [H5])
which is illustrated in Section 4.

A classical example of (OPT) concerns l'(e iO
, w) = If(e iO

) - wl 2 for which
it is well known that f continuous implies that If(e iO

) - hO(eiO)J is constant
a.e. in 0, see [G] for reference. Our results amount to generalizations of
this result. In fact in Section 3 we use this classical linear result to prove
nonlinear generalizations for differentiable r.
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COROLLARY (Sect. 3). If ho in H oo
, an optimum for (OPT), is a con

tinuous function (or is even near to one) and if'\!wF(e ie , ho(e ie )) #- 0 for any
ie Ie0, then r(e , ho(e )) = Yo.

This result says roughly that (unless degenerate) the optimum ho is
pathological or it makes the objective function flat. This leads us to wonder
what a priori conditions on r automatically guarantee self flattening. We
give some results on this in terms of the sublevel sets

0, t E JR. (0.1 )

(0.2)

We shall say r is large at 00 if Ue S(O, t) is bounded for each t. An easy
normal families argument shows that if r is large at 00, there is an
hoE HOO(N) which solves (OPT) in the sense that IIF(·, ho(· ))11 00 = Yo·

Our main conclusion (Theorem 4) is that if each S(O, Yo) can be contrac
ted to a point with a well behaved family of holomorphic maps Fe which
depend continuously on 0, then (OPT) is self flattening. For example, a
starlike set with respect to a point c is one which is "linearly contractible"
to c. A corollary of Theorem 4 roughly says if the sets S(O, Yo) are con
tinuously varying and starlike, then (OPT) is self flattening. In order to
state a precise theorem quickly we restrict attention for the moment to con
vex sets.

We shall say r is quasi-convex in w if for each 0 and t the sublevel set
S(O, t) is convex. We also need a mild nondegeneracy condition on the
S(O, t). Assuming that r is continuous, the set Ur<t S(O, r) will always be
an open subset of S(O, t). If it is not the full interior of S(O, t), then r(ei8

, .)

will be constant on some open set. This degenerate behavior causes
technical problems and we wish to rule it out. Therefore we say r has
degenerate stationary behavior if S(0, t) - Ur < t S(0, r) has empty interior.

THEOREM 1. Suppose r is continuous on IT x eN, is large at 00, is
quasiconvex and does not show degenerate stationary behavior. Let
hoE Hoo(N) solve the problem (OPT). Then either Yo = maXe min", F(e le, w)
or

for almost all 8. Moreover, if the sets S(0, t) are uniformly (in 8) strictly con
vex (in t), then ho is unique; also any strict local optimum is a global
optimum.

Section 1 treats nothing but convex problems and is partially subsumed
by Section 2. Section 2 is independent of Section 1 and shows that
holomorphic contractibility implies self-flattening. Section 3 is independent
of Sections 1 and 2 and shows that either ho is badly discontinuous or it
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makes the objective function flat. Section 4 gives some physical and
mathematical examples. It depends only on Section 1.

1. OPTIMA WITH CONVEXITY ASSUMPTIONS

Theorem 1 can be proved by means of a Hahn-Banach separation
argument. In this section we shall first formulate a result (Theorem 2)
which makes the use of separation quite explicit. We then show how
Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1. We close the section with a comment con
cerning the continuity of the optimizing function ho.

Let C':;(N) be the eN-valued bounded measurable functions on ll. Con
sider f E L 00 (N). Given a point wEeN and e in lR, we say w is in the essen
tial range off near cia if for any neighborhoods U of wand V of cia, the set
r- j (U) n V has positive measure. Denote the essential range of f near eiO
by essran(f, e). Evidently essran(f, 0) is closed. On the other hand, if
So s; e v is a closed set, then the family

{fELOO(N): So2essran(j; e)} (1.1 )

is easily seen to be a closed set. Also if So is convex, then the family (1.1) is
also convex.

Let S s; DO be a family of functions. For each 0, define the local cross
section So of S at eby

So = U essran(f, 8).
f",:>

We will say S is local if

{fEL 00 (N): essran(f, 0) s::: So for all e} = s.

(1.2)

(1.3)

From the remarks just above, we see that if S is local, and if each So is
closed and convex, then S is closed and convex.

Let C(N) denote the space of continuous eN-valued functions on Il, and
A(N) the space of boundary values of halomorphic I1f-valued functions on
D which extend continuously to jj = Dull.

THEOREM 2. Suppose S is a subset of L ifO(N) with the following proper
ties:

(i) S is local.

(ii) The local cross sections Se are closed, convex, and bounded
independent of e.

(iii) S has nonempty interior.
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(iv) Every element of S is a pointwise limit offunctions in S n C(N).

(v) The interior of S is disjoint from A(N).

Then any function hoESnHOO(N) has values ho(eiO ) which lie in the boun
dary oSo of So for almost all (). Moreover, if the So are uniformly strictly
convex, then ho is unique.

Proof As was remarked above, properties (i) and (ii) of S imply that S
is convex. Since S has nonempty interior, the Hahn-Banach Theorem plus
property (v) of S implies there is a nonzero linear functional 2 on C(N)
such that

Re 2(S n C(N)) '-'.; a '-'.; Re 2(A(N)).

Since A(N) is a subspace of C(N), the values Re 2(A(N)) must be either
all of IR or O. Clearly the inequality implies Re 2(A(N)) = O. Hence the
Riesz Representation Theorem and the theorem of F. and M. Riesz imply
that 2 may be represented by an element IE H6(N), the space of N-tuples of
functions in H6, the subspace of the Hardy class HI on II whose elements
have vanishing Oth Fourier coefficient. That is,

fEC(N), (1.4)

where 1= (ll"'" IN), with liEH6' andf=(/j,...,fN) with fiE C, and I·f=
L IJi' The right-hand side of Eq. (1.4) clearly makes sense for all
fELOO(N), and we use Eq. (1.4) to extend 2 to all of LOO(N).

By assumption (iv), for any f E S we can find a sequence fn E S n C(N)
which converges pointwise to f Since S is bounded, the Lebesgue
Dominated Convergence Theorem applies and implies that

Hence Re 2(/) '-'.; 0 for all f E S.
Now consider hoE S n HOO(N), and suppose that for () in some set IX of

positive measure in II the function ho takes values at distance e> 0 from
OSf}. (Here we measure distance by means of any convenient norm 11 on
(;N.) Letfbe any function in LOO(N) such thatfis supported on IX and
1111(/)11 00 < e. Since S is local the sum ho+f will still be in S, whence 0 '-'.;
Re 2(ho + f) = Re 2(/). We conclude that the representing function I for 2
must vanish on IX. But this is impossible for IE H1(N). This contradiction
shows that necessarily ho(()) E oSo almost everywhere. This proves
Theorem 2 except for uniqueness.

To prove uniqueness suppose that an ho and h6 both exist. Then K ~
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(ho+hb)/2 satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem, thus hugs the boundary
of S, contradicting strict convexity.

It is a fairly simple matter to derive Theorem 1 from Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let r be the objective function of Theorem 1, and
let /0 be the best value for the problem (OPT). We assume that /0> maxlI
min w r(eill, w). Then for each 8 the sublevel set S(O, Yo) of definition (0.1) is
convex and has nonempty interior. Define

S = UEL OO(N): essran(j, 8) <;;; S(O, Yo)}. (1.5)

We claim that S satisfies conditions (i)-(iv) of Theorem 2. Furthermore the
local cross section So of S is just So = S(8, Yo).

Assuming our claim is true, we see Theorem 1 follows. Indeed, the
definition of Yo, together with the assumption that r does not have
degenerate stationarities implies condition (v) of Theorem 2 is also
satisfied. Further, an optimum solution ho as in Theorem 1 would be in
S n HX(N). The conclusion of Theorem 2, together with the fact that So =
8(0, Yo) then implies the assertion (0.2).

It remains to verify our claim. It is obvious that the set S of definition
(1.5) is local, for the local cross sections So are clearly contained in the
S(8, 'Yo). Hence if f EL OO(N) is such that essran(j,8) <;;; So for all 0, then
a fortiori essran(j; 8) <;;; S(0, 'Yo), whence f E S. Assumption (ii) will clearly
follow from the equality So = S(O, 'Yo).

Let us write

SO(8,yo)= U S((),y)= {WEt>"":T(e iO, w)<yo}'
/ < /0

Our assumptions on r imply that SO((), Yo) is open and convex, and that
S(f), /0) is the closure of SO((l, Yo). Our assumption on Yo implies SO(8, Yo) is
nonempty for each 0. Moreover, since r is continuous, the set

is open in II x eN. Standard selection theorems [B-P] allow us to find
fo EC(N) such that fo(e iO

) ESO(8, Yo). Then for each 0, the set SO(8, Yo)
fo(e iO ) = U(8) is an open convex neighborhood of the origin in eN. Let
p(O, w) be the Minkowski support function of U(8) (see [R-S, Chap. V]).
That is,

p(8, w)=inf{tE IR+: r1wE U(O)}. (1.6)

Then for each 8, p((I, w) is a continuous, positive homogeneous convex
function of w. We claim further that p(O, w) is jointly continuous in 0 and
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w. Let us grant the claim for the moment, and let 1'f be the norm on eN

used in the proof of Theorem 2. Define a map d from n x iCt to itself by
the formula

(
p(8, W- fo(8)) )

d(8, w) = 8, 1'f(w _ fo(8)) (w - fo(8)) . (1.7)

One can check directly that d is a homeomorphism of II x eN, and that

d(8, S(8, Yo)) = (8, B('1, 1)),

where

B(1'f, 1) = {w E eN: 1'f(w):( 1}

is the unit ball in eN with respect to the norm 1'f. Conditions (ii), (iii), and
(iv) of Theorem 2, as well as the additional statement about local cross sec
tions of S are completely obvious if S(8, Yo) is replaced by B('1, 1) for each
8. But these statements may be pulled back from this obvious situation to
our given set S by means of the map d defined in formula (1.7). Hence they
hold for S also.

Therefore, to complete Theorem 1, it remains only to check that the
Minkowski functionals p(0, w) defined in (1.6) are continuous in 8 and W

jointly. Consider a point WEeN, and let tErR be such that t- 1wEU(8).
Since the set {(8, u): UE U(8)} is open in Ilx (f, we see that t-1wE U(8')
for 8' sufficiently close to 8. It follows from the definition (1.6) of p(8, w)
that

lim p(8', w):(p(8, w),
(J' --> e

Suppose for some WEeN and some 8, one had

lim inf p(8',w):((l-(j)p(8,w)
()'-->(J

for some (5 > O. We may scale W so that

1< p(8, w) < (1 + (j). (1.8 )

Then we can find 0' converging to 8 such that p(8', w):( (1 - (5). It follows
thatfo(8')+wES(8', Yo), or equivalently r(ei(J',fo(8')+w):(yo. Letting 8'
approach 0, we conclude that r(eie,fo(8)+w):(yo, whence fo(O)+WE
S(8, Yo). But inequality (1.8) implies that foUn + W is not in .the closure of
SO(8, Yo), contradicting our assumption that r has no degenerate
stationary behavior. Review of the above argument shows that, rather than
keep w fixed, we could have chosen for each 8' a w' = w'(8'), such that
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w' --+ w as (J' --+ O. Therefore we have established the continuity of p(8, ]'1'),
and Theorem 1 is proved.

The optimizing function ho for (OPT) of course cannot be expected to be
continuous in general. However we can show that one can come arbitrarily
close to the optimum value Yo for (OPT) by means of continuous functions.

THEOREM 3. Let r be as in Theorem 1, and let ho be an optimizing
function for the problem (OPT). For <5? 0, set

That is, hij is the restriction to the circle Izi = 1- <5 of the holomorphic exten
sion of ho into D. Then

lim sup r(e iO
, hij(e iO

)) = }'o.
ij~O 0,,1<

(1.9 )

Proof For a given (} and c > 0, consider the sublevel set ,<;0(0, I' 0 + c).
This is an open convex set containing a neighborhood of 5(8, 'Yo). By the
continuity in 0 of the 5(0, 'Yo), demonstrated above in the last part of the
proof of Theorem 1, we know that S(ljJ, 'Yo) s; SO(8, 'Yo + c) for ljJ sufficiently
near 0, say for 10 -ljJl < fl. We have

"hij(e ill ) = I K((1- <5) eill, eN1 ) ho(eil/J) dljJ,
"II

where K is the Poisson kernel, which satisfies

K?O, r K((1-<5)e iO,eil/J)dljJ=1.
oJl

Hence hij(eiO) is in the convex hull of the values of ho. Further, as (j --+ 0, the
mass of K((l- <5) eill , eil/J) becomes concentrated near ljJ = e. Thus we can
write

where

(i) aij(eill ) is a convex combination of the ho(eil/J) for IljJ O! < j1;

(ii) hij --+ °uniformly as <5 --+ 0.

Therefore, since ho(eil/J) E S(ljJ, 'Yo) S; 51(0, 'Yo +c) for IljJ - 01 < fl, we have
a,,(eill)ES(O,'Yo+8). Then since b/j--+O, for () sufficiently small we will have
hij(eiO)E51(O, 1'0+28) since II is compact. In other words r(eill,hij(e ill ))<
Yo + 28 for all e and <5 small. Since c is arbitrary, Theorem 3 follows.

640/4712-7.
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Remark a. An optimist might hope that Theorem 1 might be improved
to say that the optimizing ho could be taken to have values in the extreme
points of the sets S(e, Yo). This is false as the following example shows. Pick
a continuous ([>valued function f on II. Define r on JI x C by the recipe

F(e, w)=max{IRe(w- f(eilJ)l, IIm(w- f(eilJ)I}.

The sublevel sets S(e, t) for this r are just squares of side 2t centered at
f( eilJ ). The extreme points of S(e, t) are the corners f( eilJ )+ t( ± 1 ± i) of the
square. Thus if ho is an optimizing function for (OPT) with this r, and if ho
takes values in the extreme points, then on some set of positive measure we
have

where c is constant. If f is a rational function, then by analytic con
tinuation, we have ho= f + c identically; but if f has a pole inside the disk
D, this is impossible.

Remark b. The first alternative in Theorem 1, namely

Yo = max min r(e ilJ, w)
lJ w

can indeed occur. For example, let b be a nonconstant positive real-valued
function on JI, and define r on JI x C by

F(eilJ, w)=b(e ilJ )+ Iw1 2
,

where 1'1 is the usual absolute value on C. Clearly Yo = Ilbll 00 =maxlJ minw

r(e ilJ, w). Also ho=O is an optimizing function for (OPT) with this r, and
r(e ilJ, ho(eilJ )) = b(e ilJ ) is not constant.

2. OPTIMA WITH COMPRESSIBILITY

In this section, we relax the condition of convexity on the sublevel sets of
r, and replace it with a more general and flexible notion, though at a price
of additional complication in the formulation and proof of our result.

Let W£C N be a closed set with boundary aw. For WE W, and norm I]

let
e:5(w) = min{l](w- y): Y E aW} (2.1 )

be the distance to the boundary. We will say W is holomorphically com
pressible if there is a neighborhood U of Wand a holomorphic vector field
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which is directed inward on aw, in the sense that there is It. > 0 so that
w - tv( w) is in the interior of W for all WE Wand 0:::;; t:( It.. We will say W
is transversally holomorphically compressible if the vector field v can be
chosen so that

6(w+tv(w));;:::vt, (2.2)

for some number v;;::: O. In either of these definitions, we will say w is a com
pression field for W.

If aw is a smooth (real) codimension one submanifold of eN, the con
dition (2.2) just says that v is transverse to oW and pointed inward. We
observe that the vector field v is highly nonunique. If p is any holomorphic
vector field defined on U such that

sup{1](p(w)): WE W} = 11 < v

then V' = v + p satisfies (2.2) with Vi = v-Il in place of v.
We note that all convex sets with nonempty interior are holomorphically

compressible. Somewhat more generally, let us say that W is strictly
starlike with respect to the center y if w + ).(y- w) is in the interior of W
for °< ). :::;; 1. Then if W is strictly starlike with respect to y, the vector field
v(w) = y - w makes W holomorphically compressible. Simply connected
bounded domains in C with smooth boundary are holomorphically com
pressible. However, annuli, such as {z: a:( Izi :::;; b} s;:: C, for real numbers
a, b > 0, are not holomorphically compressible.

Now consider a compact set W s;:: II x eN. Let

(2.2)

(2.3)

be the cross section of Wabove eiO
E II. We will assume each Wo is non

empty. We will say the Wo are a uniformly transversally holomorphically
compressible family if there is a neighborhood U of Uo Wo, and a family of
vector fields

v: IIxU---+C N

such that

0) v(e iO , w) is continuous in wand e, and holomorphic
in w for each fixed e, and

(ii) relation (2.2) holds for W = W oand v = v(e iO
, '),

with v and It. independent of 8.

Remark. The requirement that each v(e iO
, .) be defined on some U con

taining all the Wo make the condition for uniform transversal holomorphic
contractibility considerably more stringent than demanding that each Wo
be transversally holomorphically contractible, in some uniform and con-
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tinuous way. This extra stringency seems undesirable, but the reader will
see it is used in the proof of Theorem 4.

Let S £ L OO(N) denote a closed bounded set, and let Se be its local cross
section at 8, as defined in Section 1. We will prove a generalization of
Theorem 2 in which compressibility replaces convexity. There would of
course be an analogous generalization of Theorem 1; we leave its explicit
formulation to the reader.

THEOREM 4. Let S £ L OO(N) be a subset with the following properties:

(i) S is local.

(ii) The local cross sections Se of S are closed, bounded independent
of 8, and form a uniformly transversally holomorphically compressible family.

(iii) The interior of S is disjoint from HOO(N).

Then any function hoE S (\ H OO (N) has values ho(eie ) which lie in the boun
dary aSe of Se for almost all 8.

Actually (iii) can be replaced by the weaker assumption that ho is not the
sup norm limit of H OO functions hn each contained in the interior of S.

Proof Let v(eie, w) be a vector field defined on a neighborhood U of
Ue Se and such that relation (2.2) holds for each Se and v(eie, '). By stan
dard approximation arguments, (Fourier series, partition of unity, etc.) we
can approximate v uniformly on II x (U e Se) by finite sums of the form

m

I fi(8) v;(w),
i=1

(2.4)

where the f;(8) are continuous q::::-valued functions, and the Vi: U~ eN are
holomorphic. We have noted above that if v is a compression vector field
for a set Wand v satisfies (2.2), then any sufficiently close approximation
to v also satisfies (2.2), with perhaps a smaller v. Therefore without loss of
generality we may assume that our vector field v has the form (2.4).

Consider now hoE S (\ HOO(N). For each 8, let be denote the function 15 of
definition (2.1) when W = Se. Suppose, contrary to Theorem 4, that

(2.5)

for 8 in some set E of II of measure >0. We wish to modify ho to obtain
hoEHOO(N) satisfying l5e(ho(eie))~fJ for some fJ>O and all 8Ell. Such an
ho is clearly in the interior of S, a possibility forbidden by the assumptions
of Theorem 4. This contradiction would establish the theorem.

To find ho we appeal to the following lemma which dramatizes the local
nature of HOO(N), and which seems of independent interest. Indeed, it
seems it should be well known, but we lack a convenient reference.
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LEMMA 5. Let E £; II be a set of positive measure. Then given f E C(N)
and e > 0, there is hE HOO(N) such that

for all BEll-E.

We will assume Lemma 5 for now and finish the proof of Theorem 4. We
have at our disposal a compressing vector field v(eiO

, w) of the form (2.4).
We let the set E on which be(ho(e iO

));:: y be the set E of Lemma 5, and for
each J; in the summation (2.4), we select an hi E HX approximating it so
closely that

(2.6)

on ll- E, where v is as in relation (2.2).
Consider the function

(2.7)

On ll- E, we have, from (2.2), (2.6), and (2.7), the estimate

boOio(eiO
));:: bo(ho(e iO

) + tv(ho(e io ))

- try (f
l

(f;(B) - h;(O)) l\(ho(e iO
)))

;:: tv/2.

On E, we have, from (2.5) and (2.7), the estimate

(2.8)

Since the hi are bounded, it is clear from estimates (2.8) and (2.9) that for
small positive t, Gio(ho(e iO

)) > f3 for some small Ii> 0, as desired. This con
cludes Theorem 4.

Proof of Lemma 5. Clearly it is enough to prove the lemma for N = 1,
because if we can approximate each coordinate!i offEC(N) by hiEHoo,
then h = (hI, h2 , ... , hN ) E HOO(N) approximates f

Let ~ be the characteristic function of II - E. Given! E C and hE H cc
, we

have :f - hI~ [; on II - E if and only if

I!- h I~ e~ + M( 1- 0 (2.10)
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for some suitably large number M. Let a M,e = a denote the outer Wiener
Hopf factorization of (Be + M(I- e))2. Then a is in H oo

, and so is a-I, and
(2.10) holds if and only if

(2.11 )

Writing a-If = g and a-Ih = K, we see inequality (2.11) is equivalent to

(2.12)

for some KEHoo
• According to a result of Nehari (see [A-A-K]) inequality

(2.12) can be achieved if and only if the Hankel operator Sg attached to g
has norm bounded by 1.

Recall the definition of the Hankel operator Sg. Let H 2 be the Hardy
space of L 2 functions on II with vanishing negative Fourier coefficients. Let
H2 be the complex conjugate of H 2, the space of L 2 functions with
vanishing positive Fourier coefficients, and let H6 be the subspace of H2 of
functions whose Oth Fourier coefficient also vanishes. Then

Let P be orthogonal projection onto H 2, and P= 1 - P, orthogonal pro
jection onto H6. Then the Hankel operator is a map

defined by

For g = a-If, with a-I E H oo
, straightforward manipulation yields that

Hg(h) = Ha-1ih) = Pa-I(p +P) f(h)

=Pa-IP(fh)

= (Pa-Ip) Hf(h).

Since f is continuous, another result of Nehari [P] says Hf is compact.
Recall that a = aM e' We are interested in choosing M and B so that
(Pa -1P) Hf has no~ less than 1. Suppose that when M ---+ 00, the operator
Pa -1P converges to zero in the strong operator topology. Then since Hf is
compact, the product (PaP) Hf will converge to zero in norm, and
Lemma 5 will follow.

Consider, therefore, the operator Pa -1P. The matrix of this operator
with respect to the basis e- in8

, n ~ 1, of IF is
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(2.13 )

where thc a i arc thc Fourier coefficients of.et. 1. As M -? 00, the function
(et.M,e) I converges to zero uniformly on E. Since E has positive measure,
(et.Me)-1 cannot have a nonzcro limit in H 2

; hence the Fourier coefficients
of (;M J I must converge to zero. From the form (2.13) of Pet. I P, we see
that if the a i -? 0, then Pet. -1P does converge strongly to zero. Thus
Lemma 5 is proved.

EXTENSION OF THEOREM 4. Optimization over HX(C N
) in Theorem 4

could be replaced by optimization over many other subsets A I of L C«C N
).

For example, given Co E C(C N
) and cjJ rational with unitary values rjJ(e iO

) for
all O. Suppose that

A I contains the set Co + cjJH"'(C N
)

Then Theorem 4 holds with A I replacing A.

To prove this note that Lemma 5 holds with Co + cjJH'f) (C''I) replacing
HC«(C N

); then go through the proof of Theorem 4 using this new set.

3. MORE GENERAL r

In this section we drop assumptions about the sublevel sets of rand
investigate the extent to which the extremal properties of minimizing
functions for (OPT) persist. Our main result shows that if the objective
function is not constant for an optimum ho, then ho must have a severe dis
continuity. In this section we take N = 1 for simplicity.

The general theorem from which this follows is

THEOREM 6. Suppose r(e iO
, w) is a positive continuously differentiable

function and that hoEHoo minimizes (OPT). Suppose (ar;aw)(e iO
, ho(e iO

)) is
uniformly bounded away from zero. Then either

(I) r(e iO
, ho(e iO

)) == Yo, for almost all fJ, or

(II) The L OO-distance of new, ho(eiO
)) to the space (aI/ow)

(e iO
, ho(eiO))[HC() + C] is ro.

Before giving a proof let us see how thc intricate conclusion of the
theorem actually gives straightforward results. Abbreviate anaw to rwand
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note Fw = rw' Suppose ho is continuous and the function Fw(e iIJ, ho(eilJ ))
has inverses in L OO

• Set go(eiIJ)=F(eiIJ,ho(eilJ)). Then dist(go,FwC)=
dist(go, C) = 0 < Yo, so (II) does not hold. By the theorem, (1) holds; that
is, go = Yo a.e; Thus continuity of ho implies go = Yo a.e.

lf ho is near a continuous function, then go and Fw(e iIJ, ho(e ilJ )) are near
continuous functions so dist( go, F w C) is small. Again by the theorem
go = Yo a.e. We have just proved the corollary in the Introduction.

Theorem 6 has a peculiar asymmetry; indeed, we would expect that (II)
could be replaced by

(II') The Loo-distance of F(e iIJ , ho(eilJ )) to the space

is Yo).

The proof of the theorem is based on

LEMMA 7. Suppose hoE H oo is an optimizing function in Theorem 6; set
go(e iIJ )= F(e iIJ, hO(eiIJ)) and a(e iIJ ) = Fw(e iIJ, ho(eilJ )). Assume that lal- 1

E L 00.

Then there is a sequence offunctions Fn in L 1 with aFn E Hb and IlFnll Ll = 1
such that

Proof Let M be the submanifold M = {F(e iIJ , h(eiIJ )): hE H oo } of L 00.

By a basic principle of approximation theory [W] any closest point go in
M to 0 is also a closest point to 0 from the tangent space TgOM to M at go.

Now the complexification of TgOM contains go +clos T, where T denotes
the space

and clos T is its norm closure in L 00. This is because (dldt) F(e iIJ , ho(eilJ )+
th(eiIJ )) Ito = a(eiIJ ) h(eiIJ )+ a(e iIJ ) h(e iIJ ) is in TgOM - go and substituting ih for
h tells us that i(ah - ali) is in TgOM - go. Consequently ah and ali are in the
complexification of TgOM - go which thus contains T. Moreover, the com
plexification of TgOM is contained in go +clos T, because H OO is its own
tangent space at any point. Since go is real it is a closest point to zero from
TgOM if and only if it is a closest point from the complexification of TgM.
Thus we have established that a closest point in clos T to go is O.

At this point we sacrifice a substantial amount of information by using
only the fact that the closest point to go from H OO is O. Since L 00 is the dual
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space of L I a general Hahn-Banach lemma (cf. [G, Chap. IV, Lemma 1.1,
(1.1 )']) implies that if Y eLI, has y.l- C L CXJ as its annihilator, then

dist(go, y-'-) = sup {r gof: f E Yand ,I f Ii /) = 1}.
-ll

By the annihilator Y I. of Y we mean

The annihilator of H~ is well known [G, Chap. IV] to be H CXJ
, con

sequently H CXJ is the annihilator of H~/a. The lemma follows immediately
from this.

For perspective on Theorem 6 with (II') note that we could easily com
pute the preannihilator of the weak-* closure of r. Unfortunately clos r is
typically not weak-* closed, so the preannihilator cannot be used to
describe dist(ga, clos r). Thus what is required to analyze (II') is an
argument which follows exactly the same outline as the one here but which
is based on computing the annihilator in (L 00)* of HCXJ. Unfortunately
(L X)* is technically difficult to handle.

Proof of Theorem 6. Suppose that go <). < 10 on a set E of positive
measure. Since go ~ 1a, the Fn of the previous lemma must satisfy

or else lIn goF,,1 ~;" h IFni +10 Ill/I:: IFnl-+ 11 < Yo' This contradicts the
basic property of Fn" If a I E LX, then Gn= aFn is in H~. Since II G" ill ~

II a I: L'" < CfJ and IE Gn -+°each Fourier coefficient of Gn converges to zero as
n -+ Cf) (see [G, Chap. V]). A consequence of this is that if p is any
trigonometric polynomial

MJ apFn= J pGn= L p _J},,(k) -+ 0.
II II k~l

For any continuous f and c> 0, there is a trig polynomial p within 8 of f;
that is Ilf - pi! <D < C. So

If akFnI= \J apFn+J aU - p) FnI
"II II II

~ltPGnl+CL1aFni
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which is ~ 28 Iiall 00 for large enough n. We conclude that

fa a(HOO + C) Fn -+ O.

Thus we have a sequence Ln(f) ~ Srr fFn of norm one linear functionals
on L oo , with limn~ooLn(a(Hoo+C))=O and limn~ooLn(go)=I'o' Con
sequently

Yo ~ dist(go, a(Hoo + C))

but this is a priori ~dist(go,aHOO
) = Yo. So Theorem 6 is proved.

The method for Theorem 6 also gives

COROLLARY 8. Suppose r(ew, w) = IQ(e i8
, wW where Q(ei8

, w) is
analytic in w for each 8. If Q(z, w)/Q jz, w) is analytic and bounded for z in
the annulus ~ = {z: r < Izl < I} and w in a neighborhood of ho(~), any
solution ho in (OPT) satisfies IQ(e i8

, ho(e i8 )W=I'0 a.e. Furthermore, if
1/Qw(ei8

, ho(e i8
)) is bounded and analytic in~, then Q(e i8

, ho(e i8
)) is analytic

in r < Izi < l/r.

Proof Take a derivative to find that the tangent space '"[ of Lemma 7 is

Thus we obtain a function Gn in H6 such that

Moreover, if Igol is not constant each Fourier coefficient of Gn converges to
O. Set a(ei8

) = Qw(ei8
, ho(eiO

)) and go(eW
) = Q(e i8

, ho(eiO
)). If go/a is in

H OO + C, the integral Srr(go/a) Gn -+ 0 as in the proof of Theorem 7. This
contradiction establishes that if g0/a E HOO + C, then Igo I= Yo a.e. A con
dition which guarantees that go/a E H oo + C is that go/a has an analytic
continuation from II to an annulus r < Izi < 1. Our hypothesis insures this
and so the first assertion of the theorem is proved. Actually a stronger
statement is true: for the argument to work go/a need not actually belong
to H OO + C, but merely satisfy dist(go/a, H OO + C) < I'o(1im IIGnII LI)-I. Since
(I'0)1/2(limIIGnIILJ)~I>I'o(llall£,,,)-1 we see that dist(go/a,Hoo+C)<
I'o( II a II £,0) -1 suffices.

We begin to prove the second assertion of Corollary 9 by noting that a
strong statement about go and its relationship to the dual extremal
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sequence Fn=Gn/ago is also true. The first observation is that if {l is any
invariant mean on Lex), the linear functional

defined for f E C has by the Baire Riesz and FejerRiesz theorems [GJ the
rcpresentation

where agoF.c Q G ex' is in !lb. A key property of F IS

because it (plus 10= !:goli;_'~) implies that S6" IFX)[ = 1. This throws us into
the equality case of Holder's inequality, so

A 1\ go G - - F - III I= co - go go '" -. co'
a

(3.1 )

Since (go/a) G", is analytic and bounded in r< Izi < 1 and is real on ll,
Schwartz' reflection implies that A is analytic for 1 < Izi < l/r. The
immediate problem is analyticity on Izi = 1. Since any p between rand l/r
produces an integrable function A(pe iO

) of e, Morera's theorem can be used
to obtain that A equals a function which is analytic on all of the annulus
r< izl < l/r. To obtain analyticity of go note that igol : constant on lJ
implies that it reflects to a "pseudomeromorphic" function on the annulus.
Intuitively any zero such a function has on lJ must be very bad-so bad
that G",/a = A/go has a very bad singularity on n. However, the second
hypothesis of Corollary 8 implies l/a is bounded analytic on r < Izi < 1 and
since G,x: E H6 the singularities of G",/a cannot be bad. This contradicts go
having zeros and consequently singularities on JI. The rigorous estimates of
singularity strength required in this argument are in Lemma 4.5 [Rul

COROLLARY 10. If Q in Corollary 8 also is anaZvtic for z in r < Izi < l/r
and w is in ho({s: r < Izi < l/r}) and there is a 6> 0 such that 1(cQ/ow)
(z, w)1 > b for all z, w in this region, then ho is analytic in a neighborhood of
n. Moreover, the winding number of Q(e iO

, ho(eiO))/Qw(e iO
, ho(eiO

)) is
negative.

Proof Let M be the function for which

M(z, Q(z, w)) = w.
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That is, M(z, ) for each z is the inverse of Q(z, ). It exists for r < Izi < llr
and r < Iwl < llr and is an analytic function of both variables, since Qw
does not vanish (see the implicit function theorem in [L]). By Hartog's
theorem M is jointly analytic, and Corollary 8 implies analyticity of go,
thus

is analytic for z near Izl = 1.
To determine the winding number of gola we use Exercise 4 of Chap. 4

[Gl Since gola is continuous and °is the closest point to it from H oo , this
exercise in [G] says that gola has negative winding number about the
origin.

Remark. At first glance the hypothesis of Corollary 8 seems dis
couragingly strong. However, if we shift to the viewpoint of Section 2 we
see that Corollary 8 fits in very well. The hypothesis of Corollary 8 guaran
tees that the function v(ei8

, w) = Q(e i8
, w)/Qw(e io

, w) is a vector field
analytic for WE ho(2l) and at each w I: boundary of 88(')10) it is directed
orthogonally to boundary 80(')10)' Thus - v satisfies the holomorphic com
pressibility of Section 2.

EXTENSIONS OF THEOREM 6. (A) Optimization over H oo in Theorem 6
could be replaced by optimization over many other subsets N of L 00. For
example, suppose N c L 00 has tangent cone ThoN at the optimum ho which
contains an affine space of functions of the form ho+kHOO for some L 00

function k whose inverse is L 00 ofpositive measure. Then Theorem 6 holds as
is-except the space in (II) is

To prove this we begin with the chain rule which implies TgON -:::J go +
kaHoo + kaHoo. The remainder of the argument is unchanged.

(B) II could be replaced by aD for any simply connected domain D
having rectifiable boundary.

4. ApPLICATIONS OF THEOREMS lAND 2

Classical

These are very much in the spirit of the work of Steven Fisher [Fl, F2].

(1) Let D be a domain with rectifiable boundary aD. Let p be a point
in D. Define

A at Al = {fE A:f(p) = 0, f'(.p) = l}.
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Let r(w) =w. We know that the optimum ho is a multiple of the Riemann
map from D to the disk. Theorem 1 (extended from II to aD and to Ad
simply says the Riemann map takes aD to II almost everywhere.

(2) Let Zj' wj for j = 1,..., L be complex numbers. Let

Al = {J E A: f(zj) = wj for j = 1,..., L}

and r(w) = w. Then (OPT) is just the Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation
problem. Theorem I (extended) says the optimum interpolating function
has constant modulus a.e. Very general interpolating problems with higher
derivative conditions, and matrix valued functions still succumb to the
theorem.

Engineering

We begin with the general type of application we had in mind. Every two
terminal linear time invariant causal circuit corresponds to a function h in
H X

) of the right half plane (R.H.P.). The imaginary axis parameterizes fre
quency of operation of the circuit, so h(w) describes the behavior of the cir
cuit at frequency w. Now various quantities of interest are simply functions
F(iw, h(iw)) of h(iw). Frequently one wants to minimize such a quantity
over h E Hex:, R.H.P. In a worst case analysis, one is most fearful of the fre
quency W o at which

sup F(iw, h( iw ))

is achieved and this is what one wants to minimize over H'Y). Clearly, this is
equivalent to the OPT problem (M = N = 1) on page one of this paper.
Frequently one has additional constraints on h of the form

I j(iw, h(iw)) ~ 1 for j = 2,..., M.

Such an optimization problem is equivalent to OPT for IV = 1 and
arbitrary M. Finally, if our circuit has more than two terminals it
corresponds to a matrix valued function h. This gives rise to OPT with
N>1.

Many physical functions r have sublevel sets which are disks. The simple
general reason why this is true is that many functions which arise are linear
fractional because series and parallel connection of circuits are both linear
fractional operations; to wit, if the impedance of two circuits is Z 1 and Z 7.,

respectively, then connecting them in series (resp. parallel) gives a circuit
whose impedance is Z=ZI+Z2 (resp. l/z=(I/z1)+(1/z2))' The sublevel
sets of any linear fractional map are disks. Our problem OPT in such cir
cumstances can be solved explicitly [HI, H2, H3]. When IV> 1 disks arc
far less common as sublevel sets.
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transistor

FIGURE 1

The original motivation for this paper was the case where each S(8, t) is
the intersection of disks. Such problems arise in optimization subject to a
constraint; M> 1 and N = 1. Certainly the intersection of disks is convex so
Theorems 1 and 2 apply. We conclude with a specific example, see [H4;
H5, Sect. 3A].

We are given a (unilateral) transistor whose scattering function is S =

(~~: S~2)' It typically is employed in an amplifier (Fig. 1), where zsand zL are
the source and load impedance functions. Suppose zL is fixed and we want
to select zs to make the power gain

(4.1 )

large and the noise figure

(4.2)

small. Here r s = (zs - 1)/(zs + 1) and r L = (z L - 1)/(z L + 1) are the reflec
tion coefficients of source and load. The parameters Fmin' r 0, rn are noise
parameters which are given with the transistor.

The only variable in (4.1) and (4.2) is rs; all other functions are fixed.
Thus they have the form

One observes for fixed w that the level curves of r 1 are circles; also for r z.
This obviously helps only at one fixed frequency. The problem of optimiz
ing over all frequencies has not been solved explicitly. However, since the
sublevel set

is convex Theorem 2 applies to give a qualitative result provided that all Sw
are nonempty. Now Sw nonempty is equivalent to C 1 < ISZ1IZ(1-ISllIZ)-1
(1-IS2212)-1 ~ max and c2 > Fmin by the definition of r l and rz.
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THEOREM 11. Suppose that rs is chosen optimally but that the gain it
produces is at no frequency max and F( iw) never equals F rnin • Then the fre
quency axis breaks into two sets EG and EN such that on Eo the gain
GTJi(JJ) of the amplifier is constant and on Ere. the noise figure F(iw) is con

stant.

We should mention that the optimal r s may not be realizable by a
physical circuit and may just be a limit (wk*) of functions r~ which are.

Finally, lest ye be deceived by convexity, we remark that there are
system examples which produce nonconvex regions (such as lunes).

Note added in proof A paper by Helton shows under the hypothesis of corollary (Sect. 3)
thatfo is a local optimum if and only if T(e iO

, ho(e iO
)) == Yo and the winding number of (01/8z)

(e lO, ho(eiO )) about zero is positive. One by Helton, Schwartz, and Warschawski shows that
when N = 1 arc all smooth "nondegenerate" r have the self flattening property.
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